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Wunderlich‘s „Green Hell“

R nineT „Green Hell“ Scrambler from 
Wunderlich 

Wunderlich‘s newest take on the R nineT Scrambler 
doesn‘t just differ from the original in visual terms. The 
BMW motorcycle accessory specialist also blessed the 
model dubbed the „Green Hell“ with a few technical 
highlights.

In addition to the immediately eye-catching tail section 
with integrated tail light, licence plate holder and beauti-
ful, brushed aluminium mudguard this primarily includes 
the fully adjustable suspension. The Wunderlich Suspen-
sion Spring and Cartridge Kit helps the agile Scrambler 
not only with added height but also with outstanding 
riding properties. The equally adjustable paralever strut 
contributes to this too. 

Behind the nostalgic looking Vintage TT light screen 
with the short, yellow screen sits just perfectly with 
the enduro-compatible SixDays handlebar conversion 
including height adjustment. Adjustable levers provide 
relief for the hands and gear pedal, stylish retro luggage 
solutions store all your travel utensils and the aluminium 
number plate gives the bike an attractive look. 

Naturally, the appearance of the „Green Hell“ is also cha-
racterised by one of Wunderlich‘s core competencies - 
active and passive safety. Crash bars and pads, protec-
tors, manifold and engine protection go quite some way 
to making the Scrambler „unbreakable“ while auxiliary 
headlights provide good visibility.

You can find more interesting facts about Wunderlich‘s 
„Green Hell“ and the complete product range for the R 
nineT Scrambler and all BMW models in Wunderlich‘ 
clearly sorted online shop at www.wunderlich.de
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Wunderlich tail section with mudguard and licence plate holder Wunderlich tail section with rear light „Devils Eye“
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Wunderlich aluminium number plateWunderlich Vintage TT light screen
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